In the Internet of Things (IoT), many strong constraints have to be considered when designing the connected objects, including low cost and low power, thus limited resources. The confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data must however be ensured even when they have to be processed in the cloud. Security is therefore one of the design constraints but must be achieved without the usual level of resources. In this paper, we address two very different examples showing how embedded hardware/software co-design can help in improving security in the IoT context. The first example targets so-called "hardware attacks" and we show how some simple attacks can be made much more difficult at very low cost. This is demonstrated on a crypto-processor designed for Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). A very lightweight countermeasure is implemented against Simple Power Analysis (SPA), taking advantage of the general processor usually available in the system. The second example shows how confidentiality in the cloud can be guaranteed by homomorphic encryption at a lower computational cost by taking advantage of a hardware accelerator. The proposed accelerator is very easy to implement and can easily be tuned to several encryption schemes and several trade-offs between hardware costs and computation speed.
Introduction
IoT (Internet of Things) is today one of the major worldwide change in the information society, with impacts in every domain, including smart cities and buildings, health, transport, energy, industrial processes, and the everyday life of a large part of humanity [1] . IoT is the result of a quick evolution, starting with the first automation of some processes, making use of electronic devices, then enhanced with communication capabilities. This led to SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) and M2M (Machine to Machine) for e.g., industrial, financial, healthcare, transport or government services. IoT is now covering a much larger application area, including the global evolution of city-or nation-level services as well as in consumer everyday-life features. Diversity is therefore the keyword and every new device must be designed having in mind the specific constraints of the targeted users. There is thus no single answer to secure, or help to secure, all applications.
In this evolution, one basis did not change. New services were proposed thanks to new electronic (hardware/software) devices embedded in an increasing part of the objects used both in the industrial and consumer markets. Due to the constraints on cost, size and power consumption (also related to autonomy for devices that have to be self-sufficient for a long time), enablers are mostly integrated Information 2018, 9, 114 2 of 15 circuits, either specific or off-the-shelf, such as microcontroller units (MCUs). In these circuits, dedicated blocks (so-called "hardware accelerators") are most often used in order to achieve a good trade-off between performance and e.g., power, in the case of the most demanding functions. Simpler functions are in general implemented in software and executed on an embedded general-purpose processor. We will show why such electronic devices must be protected against security attacks, on the basis of real-life examples e.g., [2, 3] . The protections must in many cases come at low cost, at least to thwart the easiest attacks. Proposing a new approach for such cheap protections is the goal of the first part of our contribution. We will demonstrate how hardware/software partitioning can be exploited.
In the global evolution briefly sketched above, another aspect noticeably changed in only a few years, with an increasing use of cloud computing, shared data and world-wide cooperation through shared outsourced databases, fed by many distributed sources (or sensors). However, preserving data confidentiality is of upmost importance in many domains such as genomic analysis, healthcare or other applications using very private data. In this context, homomorphic encryption [4] has become a very appealing solution, but with a cost remaining today that is too high to satisfy the practical requirements in most cases. There is therefore a need to make these approaches more practical, without resorting to very large computing systems. We will show that once again relying on a partitioning between software and hardware accelerators can be a good way to increase efficiency.
In this paper, we will therefore illustrate on the basis of these two different aspects that developing specific hardware-based primitives associated with embedded software can lead to efficient systems in terms of security and/or in terms of implementation costs, performance and energy. In our opinion, all these aspects should be considered simultaneously in order to seek efficient implementations.
More detailed comparisons with existing approaches will be presented in the sequel, limiting the references to some significant examples in the literature. To summarize more broadly the state-of-the-art, for the protections against attacks either algorithmic/software techniques are used as mentioned in [3] or specific hardware elements are added to the hardware accelerators, using for example hardware redundancy [5] . We propose a different approach, mixing hardware and software, and running some kind of protection software in parallel to critical hardware computations. For the second aspect related to homomorphic encryption, most implementations only use software, as in [6] , and a few implementations are only focused on hardware, as in [7] [8] [9] . Our contribution is based on a balanced partitioning between hardware and software. The main point of our global contribution is to demonstrate that, for very different aspects related to security, optimizations can be achieved considering such hardware/software partitioning. In addition to security improvements, other characteristics important in the IoT context can be optimized as well, such as power consumption and the execution time on low-cost devices.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the context will be described in more detail. In Section 3, we will focus on threats related to hardware-based attacks. We will show that at least the easiest attacks can be made much more complex at very low cost. In Section 4, we will discuss how data confidentiality can be ensured more efficiently with great flexibility using hardware acceleration and high-level synthesis (HLS).
Concrete Motivation Examples and the Need for Hardware Protections
We explain in this section (a few) examples demonstrating that security cannot be neglected in IoT, including hardware-based security. Many reports such as [1] indicate that this aspect can be a show-stopper in the development of IoT because a very large percentage of the connected objects are not protected, or not enough.
Most attacks demonstrated on connected objects are based on software flaws and use programming techniques to infect a system. Even small objects such as smart light bulbs [2] or funny baby phones such as Karotz, hacked in 2013 among many other devices [3] , have been shown to be prone to attacks. Such attacks can lead to denial of service, privacy violations, or can allow a hacker to use these devices to develop other attacks. In some cases, blocking a service or threatening the user can also aim at getting a ransom to be paid. In consequence, every connected object requires some attention to security constraints, of course at a level depending on the criticality of the application and of the managed data; taking control of a light bulb does not have the same immediate consequences as taking control of a running car, as demonstrated in [10] , or medical devices such as insulin pumps [11] or pacemakers, as announced early at the Ruxcon Breakpoint conference in 2012. Consequences can however be on a large scale in many cases (not only for simple light bulbs), as illustrated by the recent recall of 465,000 pacemakers by the Food and Drug Administration in the US [12] . Cost constraints are also an important parameter; security approaches cannot have the same cost for a car and a light bulb.
In the typical area of secured applications, smart cards are well protected but most often use specific and well-controlled software; this is not the case for most connected objects. In addition, the certification procedures used in the smart card world are not adapted to the IoT constraints in terms of cost and time-to-market implications. However, well known attacks in the smart card world, called "hardware attacks", can also be applied to IoT objects, in addition to software attacks. Such attacks can be based on so-called "side channels", i.e., recording physical characteristics such as execution time, power consumption, or electromagnetic emissions [13] . They can also be based on controlled perturbations of the computations [5] . Such attacks can be used in order to recover a secret encryption key used to protect the software execution and modification (requiring e.g., authentication to update a firmware) or data (by encrypting it before transmission). Some attacks require very sophisticated equipment and skills, but some can easily be mounted at low cost. We will show one example in the next section.
The example of the smart lamps in [14] is interesting because the global attack involved a first hardware attack (here, a Correlation Power Analysis, or CPA, attack) in order to extract the master secret key for each type of lamp; then the key was used to propagate a worm through Zigbee connections, the modified firmware being authenticated with the extracted key. With this combination of hardware and software attack, the researchers demonstrated their capability to take control of a very large number of lamps in a whole city area, making for example feasible a massive DDoS (Distributed Deny of Service) attack even making use of a drone to extend the attack area.
Stolen or misused critical data is another threat and as already mentioned in the introduction the problem is today increasingly related to outsourcing in the cloud. Even if data is sent encrypted for external storage, it has in general to be decrypted by the service provider if some computations have also to be outsourced, and not only storage. This means that the private keys are available to the service provider who has to be trusted and to ensure that its infrastructures are perfectly robust against hackers. To avoid this, homomorphic encryption can be used. In that case, computations can be made directly on encrypted data, using various schemes [4] . However, such encryption schemes are extremely costly, both in terms of performance and the size of the data. This approach is therefore not suited to protect data in simple objects but may be a solution for some very critical applications. It has nevertheless to be optimized in order to make the overheads more acceptable; this implies algorithm improvements, as seen in the last few years, but also implementation improvements including hardware acceleration of the most expensive computations.
We will focus in the next section on one of the easiest hardware attacks a hacker can take advantage of and we will show that efficient protection can be achieved at very low cost.
Then we will show that hardware acceleration can be achieved with a lot of flexibility in the case of homomorphic encryption.
Countering Simple Power Analysis during Cryptographic Computations

Some More Background on Hardware-Based Attacks and Countermeasures
The goal of this paper is not to explain in detail hardware attacks or some cryptographic schemes. However, some background is necessary to understand the problem we will address and the proposed approach. Many protocols for authentication or key exchanges are based on asymmetric cryptography. With such algorithms, a public key can be distributed to many people, while another key is kept secret. RSA [15] is widely used as an asymmetric cryptographic scheme. However, it is today increasingly being replaced by Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [16, 17] . Since the underlying mathematical problem is more complex, ECC can be used with keys much shorter than RSA for a given security level.
From a purely mathematical point of view, the algorithms are robust. However, naïve implementation can lead to very weak systems. In the case of RSA, multiplications depend on the value of the secret key bits. In case of a naïve implementation, it is very easy to identify when multiplications are performed, just analyzing a single power consumption trace recorded during the computation, as different computed operations show different consumption patterns. In consequence, this single measurement can leak the whole secret key, no matter the number of bits. This is called a Simple Power Analysis (SPA) attack. For ECC, the same basic problem exists in the case of the classic Weierstrass elliptic curves. In that case, the operations depending on the secret key are the so-called "point additions". Without detailing the exact operations to be performed, which are much more complex than a classical integer addition, this step is also very easy to identify on a power consumption trace because it requires many commutations of gates. Figure 1 illustrates the power consumption of a naïve implementation, when starting an ECC encryption. This measurement was taken on the power pins of the Kintex-7 FPGA implemented on a Sakura-X board, as will be explained with more details in Section 3.3 when presenting our results. The critical step for both performance and security is the "scalar multiplication", i.e., the multiplication of a point P of the chosen elliptic curve with a scalar k. Figure 2 summarizes the simplest algorithm to compute a scalar multiplication, called "Double and Add", with left to right computations. At each iteration of the computation loop, either only a "point doubling" is made, or a "point addition" is also made after, depending on the value of the scalar. The two basic operations are quite different for Weierstrass curves, so the power consumption patterns are easy to identify, leaking most of the secret key bits. Some bits may not be directly identified, mostly when starting the measurement, due to some filtering in the circuit that partially compensates the quick increase in power requirements as seen from the external pins of the circuit. Also, quick variations are not necessarily well recorded, especially when low-cost equipment with a small bandwidth is used for current measurement. However, these missing bits can easily be recovered through a brute force attack, i.e., trying all remaining possibilities.
The results that we will comment in the next sections are focused on a scalar multiplication implemented with this simple algorithm. More optimized algorithms exist, but have a significant impact on computation time and/or power consumption. As a consequence, they cannot always be used in constrained implementations e.g., for the IoT.
Protections (or so-called countermeasures) exist, either at the algorithmic, programming or hardware implementation level. The most common consists in systematically carrying out both operations at each iteration, even when the second one is useless. The algorithm is called "Double and Add Always". Such a protection can still be identified because the useless operation results cannot be recorded, at least not in the same register or memory address as useful ones. However, the analysis becomes much more difficult and requires more sophisticated attacks such as Differential Power Analysis (DPA) or Correlation Power Analysis (CPA), or similar attacks based on recording electromagnetic emissions with more local information in the measurements. Much more advanced skills and equipment are required, so this is not affordable for any hacker. The main problem of such a countermeasure is, however, the loss in performance. In the IoT context, with systems designed to run at the lowest possible cost and with little power consumption, the available computing power is in general relatively small. Making many useless complex operations has therefore a noticeable impact on the global system features.
When lightweight implementations are sought, the usual countermeasures are therefore not a good answer. Other solutions must be proposed, allowing at least a protection against the simplest attacks (SPA).
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Proposed Approach: Basic Idea
We assume here a very classic implementation of the system, making use of a general purpose microprocessor and a hardware accelerator to perform the most complex cryptographic computations. For example, in the case of ECC, the first operation to be implemented in hardware both for acceleration and power reduction is the scalar multiplication, as introduced in Section 3.1. The scalar value is most often the secret that the hacker wants to discover. During the computations performed by the hardware accelerator, the main processor is in general halted, waiting for the result. We also assume that the processor and the hardware accelerator are implemented in the same circuit (e.g., on a FPGA or in a MCU) and the hacker only has access to the external power pins, and can therefore only record the global power consumption.
Our goal is to avoid implementing countermeasures directly in the cryptographic accelerator, while protecting the whole system against the simplest attacks. The idea is therefore to use computations on the main processor in order to perturb power consumption measurements during run at the lowest possible cost and with little power consumption, the available computing power is in general relatively small. Making many useless complex operations has therefore a noticeable impact on the global system features.
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Our goal is to avoid implementing countermeasures directly in the cryptographic accelerator, while protecting the whole system against the simplest attacks. The idea is therefore to use computations on the main processor in order to perturb power consumption measurements during critical computations of the cryptographic accelerator. Since only the global power consumption can be recorded, the proposed protection consists in adding random variations in the power trace so that it is no longer possible to identify the critical computation steps.
This approach was proposed in [18] for a particular example, but it is completely generic and can be used with both hard processor cores (e.g., an ARM processor in a Xilinx FPGA) or synthesized soft cores (e.g., a NIOS processor in a Altera FPGA). We will here demonstrate the feasibility in one particular case based on the Microblaze soft core from Xilinx, but any other processor may be used in the same way.
In order to randomize the power variations, a random number generator has to be used. Most systems with cryptographic computations have such a generator available, often a True Random Number Generator (TRNG). A small part of the generated random bits can be used to control our countermeasure. In case such a generator is not already available, a simple pseudo-random generator can be implemented at very low cost. In our case, we used for example a 32-bit Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR), requiring only 32 flip-flops and a few gates but generating a sequence of about 4 gigabits, sufficient to avoid any repetition and therefore allow the identification of the sequence in a reasonable time when the attack is not performed by highly skilled experts with strong equipment.
Proposed Approach: General Purpose Processor Characterization
In order to perturb the measurements made by the hacker, two main parameters have to be taken into account. First, the power consumption variations must be random and if possible not reproducible. In addition to the generation of random bits, it is therefore necessary to partition the software run on the main processor into relatively small functions with different power consumption profiles. The sequence of functions run during a given cryptographic computation is selected using the random bits. Second, the power consumption induced by each of these functions must be sufficient to noticeably modify the measures. It is therefore necessary to identify processor instructions inducing sufficient current, but not necessarily the maximum current in order to keep the total additional power consumption as small as possible.
A first step to prepare the proposed countermeasure is therefore to characterize the power consumption of the processor instructions. This has to be done one time for each new processor to be used and/or each new implementation technology. As a matter of fact, this characterization depends on the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) of the selected processor, but also on the device on which the processor is implemented. In our case, we have characterized each instruction in the ISA using very simple loops, executing 1000 NOPs ("No-operation" instruction), then 1000 times the selected instruction, then again 1000 NOPs. Of course, the number of executions may be different without much impact on the results. The exact implementation of the NOP depends on the ISA-as an example, for the processor used during our experiments, it corresponded to an instruction "xor %0, %0, %0"-thus the power consumption is actually not null, and potentially not minimal. However, Figure 3 illustrates the usual form of the records obtained on the oscilloscope for such executions. The difference between the NOP consumption level and the consumption when repeating a different instruction is clearly visible and the characterization of the ISA can thus be automated. The loop control (execution of branch instructions) is similar in all cases, so it just induces some noise, a non-significant perturbation when comparing the power consumption between instructions. All the measures presented in this paper were obtained using the specific power-consumption measurement facilities of the Sakura-X board, connected to a Hall-effect probe combined with a 5-spire connection, and a digital oscilloscope.
In practice, the characterization of each instruction depends not only on the addressing mode, but also on the data used during the computations.
The general idea presented in the previous section can therefore be improved by also selecting randomly the data processed during the execution of the instruction sequences used for our countermeasure. In practice, the characterization of each instruction depends not only on the addressing mode, but also on the data used during the computations.
The general idea presented in the previous section can therefore be improved by also selecting randomly the data processed during the execution of the instruction sequences used for our countermeasure.
Automated SPA
As explained in [18] , a SPA attack has been automated using Matlab in order to demonstrate (1) that the naïve implementation can easily be broken, and (2) the protected implementation cannot be broken in the same way. Figure 4 illustrates the principle used to discriminate point doublings and point additions during a scalar product computation. A similar approach may be used e.g., to discriminate operations during a RSA computation. Basically, thresholds are defined to identify which operation was carried out when there is a peak in the current trace. Figure 4 shows that different thresholds can be used with similar results since the power consumption is very different from one operation to the other. The Matlab input file is directly generated from the oscilloscope records. The upper level (green) is the average of the peaks, the lower level (black) is the middle of the peak values and the intermediate level (red) is the average of the two others. In all cases, operations can be efficiently discriminated. A partitioning of the record on a time basis was not used because each operation (point doubling or point addition) can have slightly different durations depending on the data. 
As explained in [18] , a SPA attack has been automated using Matlab in order to demonstrate (1) that the naïve implementation can easily be broken, and (2) the protected implementation cannot be broken in the same way. Figure 4 illustrates the principle used to discriminate point doublings and point additions during a scalar product computation. A similar approach may be used e.g., to discriminate operations during a RSA computation. Basically, thresholds are defined to identify which operation was carried out when there is a peak in the current trace. Figure 4 shows that different thresholds can be used with similar results since the power consumption is very different from one operation to the other. The Matlab input file is directly generated from the oscilloscope records. The upper level (green) is the average of the peaks, the lower level (black) is the middle of the peak values and the intermediate level (red) is the average of the two others. In all cases, operations can be efficiently discriminated. A partitioning of the record on a time basis was not used because each operation (point doubling or point addition) can have slightly different durations depending on the data. In practice, the characterization of each instruction depends not only on the addressing mode, but also on the data used during the computations.
Results Obtained from a Case Study
The system used for experimentation was based, as already mentioned, on a Microblaze general purpose processor soft-core implemented in the Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA on a Sakura-X board, along with an accelerator for ECC scalar multiplication. The accelerator performs the scalar product operations without any countermeasure against side channel analysis. A very simple pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) was used to select the sequence of functions run on the main processor when activating the countermeasure. For practical use, a more efficient generator chosen among the various True Random Number Generator (TRNG) structures available in the literature may be chosen. Such structures would mainly have an impact on the non-deterministic and repeatability characteristic of the measurements, but would not significantly change the conclusions for short attacks.
The power consumption recorded during the computation is shown in Figure 1 . The scalar product computations were carried out using 256-bit keys. The automated SPA attack on such records could recover about 240 bits from a single measurement.
The characterization of the Microblaze processor instructions led to some surprises. The average current consumption of the floating point instructions was found to be quite small compared to simpler instructions. It was the same for example for integer multiplications. This is probably due to their implementation in this processor, inducing long execution times. On the other hand, this showed that complex instructions are not necessarily those inducing the largest perturbations in the current measurement. The immediate addressing mode was found to lead to the highest level of power consumption. As illustrated in Table 1 , very large discrepancies were recorded between instructions and many did actually consume less on average than the NOP. Even in a given category, instructions can have very different characteristics (e.g., for integer computations, the first two lines in Table 1 ). Also, the two results reported for addic illustrate the impact of the data used. Memory access instructions have large discrepancies in power consumption, depending on the address used. Also, such instructions have to be used with care due to border-side effects.
Finally, we selected for the Microblaze a set of 8 functions based on various instructions [18] . Each function had an execution time of the same order of magnitude as the basic cryptographic functions (point doubling and point addition), but all functions did not have exactly the same duration, leading to unpredictable overlaps in time, depending on the random selection of the function sequences. Randomness of data still increases the variations in terms of time overlaps. Depending on the function, the average current consumed by the general purpose processor was between 4 and 9 mA, while the average current variations were between 1 and 2 mA for the cryptographic core during the scalar product computations.
As mentioned in Section 3.3, the implemented countermeasure involved both a random selection of selected small functions to be run on the general purpose processor and a random modification of the data processed by these functions. The 32 bits of our PRNG were therefore used in part to select the next function to be executed (3 bits were sufficient since we had 8 functions) and the remaining bits were used to generate the seeds of manipulated data.
When adding the proposed countermeasure, the measurement with the same experimental set-up as used for Figure 1 is shown in Figure 5 . It is clearly no longer possible to identify the sequence of point doubling and addition operations at first glance. Moreover, the automated attack presented in the previous section is no longer able to identify the secret key bits.
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Combining the execution of specific software with the hardware operations is therefore an efficient way to implement countermeasures. No extra hardware is necessary (except the very simple random number generator, if one is not already available in the system) and the hardware cryptographic accelerator can remain as simple as possible for the selected operations. Overheads are limited to an increase in power consumption, due to the software execution, but as discussed the loss in energy is for our case study about half of that required by the most usual approach that also induces noticeable performance penalties.
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Accelerating Homomorphic Encryption
Background and Acceleration Objectives
In the previous sections, hardware/software partitioning allowed us to increase the robustness with respect to some hardware attacks. In this section, we will show how hardware/software partitioning combined with High Level Synthesis (HLS) can be exploited to efficiently increase the performance and flexibility of security schemes. The case study is based on one of the most complex cryptographic approaches to date, i.e., homomorphic encryption, but not limited to a specific scheme.
As previously mentioned, homomorphic encryption is used to enable direct computations on encrypted data, preserving their confidentiality. Some schemes are partially homomorphic, i.e., they can compute only one type of operation (i.e., addition or multiplication) without decryption. RSA is for example homomorphic for multiplication. The Full Homomorphic Encryption (FHE), although envisioned in 1978 [19] , had no practical demonstration during a long period. Since the breakthrough of Gentry's approach in 2009 [20] , a lot of contributions have been proposed, leading to schemes such as FV or Yashe [6] . Such schemes based on the Ring Learning With Errors (RLWE) problem have become the most promising ones, even if a vulnerability has been found for Yashe. All these schemes, including more recent ones, need complex computations, mostly polynomial, on very large sets of data. As shown in Figure 6 , the most expensive function is the polynomial multiplication, associated with the modular reduction. The Gaussian sampling then has a noticeable contribution, but other functions such as polynomial addition or integer operations are in comparison very fast. Polynomial multiplications require between 41% and 58% of the global execution time in software depending on the selected scheme; they are therefore the main target for hardware acceleration. We will thus focus in this paper on an efficient implementation of modular polynomial multiplications, no matter which exact FHE scheme is selected. Such multiplications have three main parameters: the degree of the polynomials, the size of the coefficients and an irreducible (cyclotomic) polynomial used for modular polynomial reduction. In order to be as general as possible in terms of the application and cryptographic scheme, the hardware acceleration must allow a designer to freely choose each of these parameters. partitioning combined with High Level Synthesis (HLS) can be exploited to efficiently increase the performance and flexibility of security schemes. The case study is based on one of the most complex cryptographic approaches to date, i.e., homomorphic encryption, but not limited to a specific scheme.
As previously mentioned, homomorphic encryption is used to enable direct computations on encrypted data, preserving their confidentiality. Some schemes are partially homomorphic, i.e., they can compute only one type of operation (i.e., addition or multiplication) without decryption. RSA is for example homomorphic for multiplication. The Full Homomorphic Encryption (FHE), although envisioned in 1978 [19] , had no practical demonstration during a long period. Since the breakthrough of Gentry's approach in 2009 [20] , a lot of contributions have been proposed, leading to schemes such as FV or Yashe [6] . Such schemes based on the Ring Learning With Errors (RLWE) problem have become the most promising ones, even if a vulnerability has been found for Yashe. All these schemes, including more recent ones, need complex computations, mostly polynomial, on very large sets of data. As shown in Figure 6 , the most expensive function is the polynomial multiplication, associated with the modular reduction. The Gaussian sampling then has a noticeable contribution, but other functions such as polynomial addition or integer operations are in comparison very fast. Polynomial multiplications require between 41% and 58% of the global execution time in software depending on the selected scheme; they are therefore the main target for hardware acceleration. We will thus focus in this paper on an efficient implementation of modular polynomial multiplications, no matter which exact FHE scheme is selected. Such multiplications have three main parameters: the degree of the polynomials, the size of the coefficients and an irreducible (cyclotomic) polynomial used for modular polynomial reduction. In order to be as general as possible in terms of the application and cryptographic scheme, the hardware acceleration must allow a designer to freely choose each of these parameters. Another point to be taken into account is the approach called "batching" [22] . This optimization allows simultaneous computations on several bits of the plaintext, thus improving both the total size of the encrypted data and the global computation time. However, it is not compatible with some polynomials used for modular reduction and especially the most usual ones of the form f(x) = x n + 1. Allowing such optimizations therefore again requires providing acceleration without imposing restrictions on the polynomials that can be used for modular reduction.
Acceleration Approach: Principles
The polynomials used in FHE schemes have in general a very large degree and can also have large coefficients. The sizes are determined with respect to the specified security level and to the number of multiplications to be carried out successively on encrypted data for a given application (multiplicative depth). As reported for example in [6] , the degree of the polynomials can easily be over 10,000 and each coefficient may have several hundreds of bits. Computations on data with such Figure 6 . Software implementation profiling of the FHE schemes BGV [21] , FV and Yashe [6] , showing the impact on execution time of the polynomial multiplication, modular reduction, Gaussian sampling and all other functions.
Another point to be taken into account is the approach called "batching" [22] . This optimization allows simultaneous computations on several bits of the plaintext, thus improving both the total size of the encrypted data and the global computation time. However, it is not compatible with some polynomials used for modular reduction and especially the most usual ones of the form f(x) = x n + 1. Allowing such optimizations therefore again requires providing acceleration without imposing restrictions on the polynomials that can be used for modular reduction.
The polynomials used in FHE schemes have in general a very large degree and can also have large coefficients. The sizes are determined with respect to the specified security level and to the number of multiplications to be carried out successively on encrypted data for a given application (multiplicative depth). As reported for example in [6] , the degree of the polynomials can easily be over 10,000 and each coefficient may have several hundreds of bits. Computations on data with such sizes require either expensive computers or very long times. We will not discuss here the choice of the parameters, but rather how to improve the computation times with low cost equipment without restrictions with respect to the selected FHE scheme.
In order to perform efficient multiplications on such large polynomials, we propose a four-level partitioning. Computations on the large polynomials are made in three steps: decomposing the polynomials into smaller ones, then computing the products of each couple of sub-polynomials, and finally reconstructing the global product. During the computations on the small polynomials, the products of the large-size coefficients are also performed in three steps: each large coefficient is converted into a set of smaller values by applying a RNS (Residue Number System) transformation [23] , allowing us to perform parallel computations, then the partial products are made on the RNS basis, and finally the inverse transformation is applied. The four levels correspond therefore to computations on large/small (sub-)polynomials and large/small (sub-)coefficients. In the case of a small enough degree or coefficient size, one (or two) of the levels can be suppressed, i.e., polynomials and/or coefficients do not have to be decomposed, reducing the number of steps in the global computation. However, this four-level decomposition allows us to manage any degree and any coefficient size required by a given application or scheme.
The operations performed at each level for the modular polynomial multiplication are then:
• All operations do not have the same complexity and therefore do not require the same computing power. In order to achieve the best trade-off between costs, computation length and flexibility, we propose to partition the set of operations between the software and hardware implementations. The hardware accelerator is dedicated to the most demanding computations and the other functions remain executed by a general-purpose microprocessor. This can be implemented on various FPGAs having an embedded processor hard core, on FPGAs with a synthesizable processor soft core, or even on a FPGA board used as a hardware accelerator and connected to a computer through e.g., a PCI-Express bus. All three solutions are feasible, with different trade-offs and constraints, taking care of the time required by the data transfers between the computations implemented in hardware and the executed software.
In our case, the partitioning was defined as follows. Levels 1 and 2 were assigned to software and levels 3 and 4 were implemented in hardware. Implementing all levels in hardware may have been possible but reduces flexibility and increases requirements on the hardware platform without a significant performance improvement.
Seeking flexibility, an important point is the applicability of the approach to many different hardware accelerators, both in terms of technology or platform provider (e.g., Xilinx or Altera FPGAs) and in terms of the complexity and cost of the selected platform. A large FPGA may allow for example more computations in parallel on the transformed coefficients but at a higher cost than smaller FPGAs. Our global approach does not depend on the selected trade-off that will only impact the generation of the RNS basis and the level of performance that can be achieved.
In addition to this global approach, an algorithm has to be chosen to perform the multiplications. Three types of algorithms have mainly been used in the literature: the simplest one called "schoolbook" [7] , the Karatsuba algorithm [24] and the FFT/NTT e.g., [8] . FFT/NTT is the preferred algorithm in many works because it is asymptotically the most efficient in terms of complexity. However, this algorithm induces a lot of constraints and in particular is not compatible with batching, since the modular reduction must be made with f(x) = x n + 1. Also, due to our decomposition scheme, the multiplications are made on relatively small sizes so the asymptotic efficiency is far from being reached. It must be mentioned also that the pre-and post-processing required by this approach are very costly both in terms of computation time and in terms of hardware resources in the case of hardware acceleration. As a consequence, only two algorithms were considered to be adapted to our objectives. In the case of relatively small sizes after decompositions, once again, the asymptotic efficiency is not reached for the Karatsuba algorithm and it was shown that more efficient computations can be achieved on hardware with the simpler algorithm, if efficiently optimized for the hardware target [7] . Another advantage is that no constraint is imposed on any parameter, while the Karatsuba algorithm has some limitations with respect to the degree of the polynomials. Our choice aims at the largest flexibility, without a noticeable practical impact on performance, and preserving any new evolution (and constraints) of the FHE schemes in the next years.
A last important point in our global approach is how to obtain an optimized hardware accelerator in a short period of time and how to easily and quickly adapt the parameters to new application constraints and/or new FHE schemes in the context of the very quick evolution of this area. The proposed answer is to use High Level Synthesis (HLS), i.e., to generate the synthesizable hardware description from (optimized) C or C++ source code. With this approach, it has been demonstrated that complex modifications of the hardware architecture can be obtained in a very short time by changing few lines of code in the source code and running again the HLS tool [25] . To our knowledge, all implementations of hardware accelerators for FHE reported in the literature have been designed at lower level (RTL-Register Transfer Level), for a very limited set of parameter values and often optimized for a specific hardware target. Such descriptions are very difficult to change in an optimized way to adapt the accelerator to other parameter sets and/or other hardware platforms.
Proposed Approach: Results for the Modular Polynomial Multiplier
We will present here some results obtained with the general approach proposed in the previous section. Some other results and comparisons with other published implementations can be found in [26] . Results were obtained for several types of hardware platforms, including in particular Spartan 6 and Virtex 7 in order to find some partial comparisons with previously published works. With our approach, changing the platform is very easy. Our main prototype was implemented on a Zybo board, with a Zynq-7000 component including a dual-core Cortex-A9 ARM processor (only one core was used) and programmable logic equivalent to an Artix-7 FPGA. Between the embedded processor and the programmable logic, coefficients of the operand and result polynomials were transmitted through the high-performance AXI buses HP0-HP3 and control data were sent through the general purpose AXI buses (GP0-GP3).
The HLS tool selected for our demonstration was Augh [27] . All versions of the accelerators were synthesized with it, taking advantage of various options to obtain different trade-offs between hardware resource exploitation and performance. In addition to the flexibility allowed by such a synthesis, it was shown that the loss of performance compared with hand-made designs can be noticeably compensated by a large gain in resources. This is not only due to HLS, but also to our design choices regarding e.g., the multiplication algorithm. Figure 7 summarizes the parameters of some accelerators obtained with our approach, by comparison with published "hand-made" accelerators. Depending on the constraints of the application and of the FHE scheme, we were able to provide a very large set of accelerators. As illustrated by the presented results, we easily reached parameters (degree or coefficient size) that were not considered in previous works. We are also able to very quickly adapt an implementation with respect to new requirements. Table 2 shows some of the obtained results in terms of resource requirements and computation performance, compared with some of the most up-to-date published results. As illustrated by these figures, our approach is very efficient in terms of hardware complexity, in addition to its flexibility. As illustrated by the comparison with [7] , we were able to generate solutions oriented towards either performance or low-cost implementation. Compared with full software implementations, our solutions can lead to a significant optimization factor in terms of performance with respect to the software libraries (HElib and FLINT). Measures with these libraries on a computer with an Intel Core i7-4770 processor clocked at 3.4 GHz and equipped with 16 GB of RAM reported for the FLINT version 2.4.5 with Kronecker substitution algorithm (the fastest one) or the HElib implementation a computation time around 100 µs [7] , i.e., more than ten times slower than what can be achieved with some of our accelerators.
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